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From the pyramids of Giza to Stonehenge to Machu Picchu, people are captivated by the magic of

the worldâ€™s most sacred and mysterious sites. Crystals and Sacred Sites teaches you how to tap

into the healing energy of these sites from anywhere in the world using the power of crystals and

sacred stones. Noted crystal authority Judy Hall takes you to the most revered sacred sites in the

ancient world as well as newly discovered ones that are emerging as power points critical to our

evolution as a planet. With the assistance of specially selected crystals and accompanying

meditations and rituals, you can open the doorways to transformation and healing.
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I just finished reading the newest "gem" from Judy Hall, "Crystals and Sacred Sites". This wonderful

compilation of many of the world's most sacred, spiritual and awe-inspiring sites come to life in the

pages of this book! Judy brings together interesting anecdotes, wonderful meditations and rituals all

wrapped up with significant stones and crystals that are either associated with these sites or have

unparalleled relevance to them. What I also love about this book is that we get a more personal and

indepth look into this famous author's observations, favorites and well-loved choices. Judy does a

great job in relating or pairing sister sites to one another. She gives wonderful crystal suggestions

and why they tie-in to these most amazing destinations on the planet. I want to personally thank

you, Judy for offer up yet another best seller! I am literally on my way again to Medjugorje and Im

taking my blue quartz!!~ Andrew Pacholyk MS L.Ac (author of Crystal Medicine: A Clinical Approach



to Healing Mind, Body, Spirit.)

For me, this book is a joy to read because it combines two things I love: crystals and travel. The

idea of connecting to sacred places around the globe through the mineral kingdom is especially

innovative, and this book provides a glimpse into the beauty and power of the energy of mother

earth. While this book isn't written with a crystal therapist's practice in mind, it does engender a

better relationship with the mineral kingdom. The insights which can be gleaned from working

through the exercises and meditations is worth the price of the book alone.Each chapter includes a

sacred site and a crystal to use in connecting to it. In light of the relative scarcity of some of these

gems, Judy provides several alternative stones in each chapter. The properties of each is described

within the context of the theme or message of each place. Travel notes, beautiful photography, and

personal experiences enrich the journey laid out by this beautiful book. You'll definitely enjoy this

one!

Not only does this book have large full color pictures of amazing places to visit but it shows and

describes the stones and crystals associated with each site. The book is large, glossy and you won't

want to put it down. It describes each important site in detail and shows power sites to visit. I've

already purchased some of the crystals and it has stirred the travel bug. Good buy as a reference

book and/or coffee table book. Do people still do that?

I have read mixed reviews of Ms Hall's books, personally I liked this one. Currently I am visiting

sacred sites with the modern crystal skull, SaeDoNa (though as one Shaman has stated, the shape

may be new, but the crystal itself is ancient). I am following the information in this book while in

Mexico. Wish she had covered Ek Balam. I do appreciate the chakra map. Sites I had not planned

to visit, now I will though we will not get to all of them this journey.Ms. Hall's writing is simple and to

the point. Easily understood even by the novice. Information is interesting and well researched, I

imagine through personal experiences, which makes it even more interesting.So, I would

recommend this book. Its information is more factual, no wahwahwoowoo and I have found it helpful

even though I did not read (at this time) about sites overseas.

This is crazy; the book has pages 17-32, which is chapters 3, 4 and 5, duplicated, and pages 33-48,

chapters 6 and 7 and part of chapter 8, missing. Am I the only person who noticed this? It would be

an excellent book if it had been printed properly. No way to fix this; I assume any copy of the book I



buy will have the same issue.Review edited 1/15/14: The seller was able to find a copy of the book

that is printed properly and sent it to me. With all the pages there, it's an excellent book, big with

lovely photos. I would recommend this book, but check it if you order it, make sure the pages I

described above exist and are in order. Very strange that identical books aren't necessarily printed

properly.

I absolutely love this author, and her understanding and connection of the gemstones, rocks,

minerals, and crystals. Point on. This latest book further delves into the deep connection of the land

(through the stones, crystals, and gemstones) to people, and the significance of these areas.Highly

recommend this book to any traveller or curious reader. THere is much more that lies beneath the

ground or resting upon it's surface than many realize....

After watching a Judy Hall book signing video on youtube, decided to buy the book. Beautiful

pictures and just enough info about each sacred site and crystals related to sites. Lots of useful

things to explore and learn. It is helping me expand my perspective. Can be read by picking a

favorite site or front to back. Love the whole concept of this book.

Thorough....thoughtful...thought-FILLED...honoring the sacred...the work of a longtime researcher

and practitioner and highly respected metaphysican, therapist and author. Judy's work is

outstanding.
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